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About ProShowTo
The trademark ProSHOWto is running under the Vystrčil s.r.o. 
company based in Brno in Czech Republic. We offer a wide selection 
of circus equipment and we are actively developing new technolo-
gies and strategies to improve our products.

We cooperate with various companies such as Cirkus LeGrando 
(youth circus project based in Brno), Air Gym (professional aerial 
acrobatic company based in Prague) and other partner companies 
in Czech Republic and abroad.

Together we‘re pushing the boundaries of impossible.

www.facebook.com/proshowto

@proshowto

proshowto
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A E R I A L
Wide selection of products 
for aerial acrobatics
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silks & hammock

Aerial silk is taking lead in performative aerial arts for decades. Even the simple trics are vi-
sually satisfying and impresive. 

Long fabric footage made of polyesther is suitable for both dynamic and static aerial acroba-
tics. Our aerial silks are produced in CZ each provided with serial number and certificate.

We offer wide selection of lenghts and colours. 

Measures are listed in total lenght size. To rig the silk you have to fold it in half. 

8m / 10m / 12m / 16m / custom

material - 100% polyesther

WLL - 1,5 kN

- serial number
- certificate 
- revision

Aerial hammock is accesible aerial discipline suitable for whole scale of users such as professional
performers, youth circuses or phisiotherapists.

Fabric material is 100% polyesther produced in CZ. Each silk is provided with serial number and certificate. 

We offer the hammock in three sets to comply your exact necessities.

Set I - silk (5m/8m), 2 climbing loops (60cm)

Set II - silk (5m/8m), 4 climbing loops (60cm), 
1 rigging system, 1 carabine, 1 spreading bar

Set III - silk (5m/8m), 2 climbing loops, 2 rigging 
systems, 2 carabines 

- serial number
- certificate
- revision

our top 
product

our top 
product
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http://www.proshowto.cz/producs/aerial-acrobatics/aerial-si/
http://www.proshowto.cz/producs/aerial-acrobatics/aerial-hammoc/
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trapeze

Aerial trapeze of our production is designed to be dissoluble and adjustable. We offer at first 
the Trapeze SHOW basic as a single trapeze. You can buy extra ropes and bars in the shop 
to set a Vertical doubble trapeze.

Cotton ropes cover the metal cable that supports the load capacity of the trapeze.

adjustable

material - stainless steel, cotton ropes

lenght - 2,4 m / 1 m

width - 60 cm

tube diameter - 25mm

WLL -  1,5 kN

- 2 years warranty

whitesilver

Aerial spreading bar is a 60cm long steel bar with permanent welded carabines. It comes either 
as a part of Aerial hammock set II or as an individual product. Usable as a spreading bar for 
trapeze ropes or as a trapeze bar itself.

material - stainless steel

width - 60 cm

tube diameter - 25mm

- 5 years warranty

silver

tr
ap
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e

http://www.proshowto.cz/producs/aerial-acrobatics/aerial-trapeze/
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hoops

We offer the aerial hoop with or without the rigging hook.
Tube is hollow and comes in color of the material. 

material - stainless steel

hoop size - 80/90/100 cm

tube diameter - 25 mm

with/without rigging hook

WLL -  1,5 kN

- warranty
- serial number
- certificate
- revision

silver

material - stainless steel

hoop size - 90 cm

tube diameter - 25 mm

WLL -  1,5 kN

- warranty
- serial number
- certificate
- revision

Ø 90 cm

silver

D-shaped aerial hoop works as a combination of trapeze and hoop. Suitable for duo and solo 
performances.

Ø
80/90/100

cm

ho
op

http://www.proshowto.cz/producs/aerial-acrobatics/aerial-hoop/
http://www.proshowto.cz/producs/aerial-acrobatics/aerial-hoop/
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net

Aerial net technique uses principles of the aerial cloud. Our aerial net is soft on skin 
and edges are strenghted for better grip. The material is well knotted and does not slide 
in the hand. It is produced in the shape of rhombus with the measure of 2,5m in its widest 
part.

We reccomend to rig the net on the rigging triangle. The use of the triangle eliminates 
friction of carabines. 

material -  polypropylene

lenght - 2,5 m

width - 2,5 m

WLL -  1,5 kN

- warranty
- serial number
- certificate

ne
t

white

http://www.proshowto.cz/producs/aerial-acrobatics/aerial-net/
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objects

Globe is an aerial object formed of three hoops welded together. Perfect for duo 
performances and researches. Globe with hoop diameter of 100 cm can fit classic 
90 cm doors.

It comes in the silver colour of the material (stainless steel). Other colours are applied 
by a varnish on steel. 

material -  painted steel / stainless steel

hoop diameter - 100 cm

WLL -  1,5 kN

- warranty
- 5 years waraty
- customable colour

silver

one-piece cube

material -  stainless steel

size - limited by the size  
of the doors

WLL -  1,5 kN

- 5 years warranty
- certificate
- revision

silver

Cube shaped aerial equipment of a custom measures works the best in pairs and group trainings or perfor-
mances. You can leave the audience breathless by symetric and coordinated duo routines situated high in 
the air. 

We offer two types of the aerial cube - dividable cube and one-piece object. 

produced on order

produced on order dividable cube

material -  stainless steel

size - customable, 
up to 1,2 m

WLL -  1,5 kN

- five years warranty
- certificate
- revision

gl
ob
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be

http://www.proshowto.cz/producs/aerial-acrobatics/objects/
http://www.proshowto.cz/producs/aerial-acrobatics/objects/
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R I G S

Easy set up aerial rigs
suitable for exterior and interior
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Aerial rig KOA is perfect solution for outdoor trainings and performances. 
We pay attention to the best quality of the material. The structure requires minimum 
of three people for setting up and putting down.

The hight of the rig is adjustable from 2 m to 5,2 m. The whole structure is dividable 
into parts of maximum lenght of 1,6 m and is easy to transport or store. 

KOA

Aerial rig KOAA is version of rig KOA with long horizontal traverse. You can also buy this additional 
traverse to extend KOA. 

KOAA

3 rigging points + 2 side rigging points

hight - up to 5,2 m

measures of the platform required - 4,2 x 4,4 m

material - painted steel

WLL - 1,5 kN/rigging point
         max 300 kN for the whole structure (2 people)

- 5 years warranty
- certificate
- revision

KOA KOAA

rigging points 3 7

traverse lenght 1,2m 2,5m
hight 2m
hight 4m

hight 5,5m

our top 
product

easy transport

easy transport

KO
A

http://www.proshowto.cz/producs/constructions/koa/
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Aerial rig KDA is an aerial rig system that consists of multiple metal parts connecting 
wooden beam legs and traverse to form a solid structure for rigging aerial in your gar-
den or other exterior. The structure is non-mobile and it is designed for more permanent 
standing.

KDA

Package consists of:
4 x bottom standing parts
2 x A - clutches
1 x rigging point (possibility to buy additional one)
montage material

Wooden beams are not part of the package.
Required beam size - 100 x 100 mm
KVH beams (legs must not be longer than 4 m)

WLL - 1,5 kN

adjustable

height of the rigging point - 4 m

WLL - 2,5 kN
         1,5 kN / rigging point

material - painted steel

7 rigging points

- 5 years warranty
- certificate
- revision

Aerial rig for a circus tent that works as a substitute of the central pole that supports the tent. The rig 
offers 7 rigging points for aerial equipment. It is easy to build up in the minimum of 5. Structure is dividab-
le and easy to transport. 

Circus tent rig

produced on order

easy transport

KD
A
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https://www.iwantcircus.com/walking-rope-frame-small/
http://www.proshowto.cz/producs/constructions/koa/
http://www.proshowto.cz/producs/balance/tight-wires/
http://www.proshowto.cz/producs/constructions/koa/


T I G H T W I R E S 
Structures for begginers, intermediate and professionals

http://www.proshowto.cz/producs/balance/tight-wires/
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Small tightwire is perfect for beginners, youth circuses and workshops for public. 
Only one person required to build it up. Disoluble and easy to transport by a car.

 hight - 60 cm

 lenght - 2,5 m

 surface  - komaxit 

- 5 years warranty

size s

Medium tightwire is perfect for beginners, youth circuses and workshops for public. 
It is longer version of small tightwire, disoluble and easy to transport on a car.

 hight - 60 cm

 lenght - 4 m

 surface  - komaxit 

- 5 years warranty

size M

on order

on order

easy transport

easy transport
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https://www.iwantcircus.com/walking-rope-frame-small/
https://www.iwantcircus.com/walking-rope-frame-small/
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High tightwire is professional equipment. The high level and the inclination of the walking 
wire are adjustable. The tightwire is divadible into parts and easy to trasport.

 hight - up to 2 m

 lenght - 5 m

 surface  - komaxit 

- 5 years warranty
- setable hight 
- setable inkling of the wire

size M

on order

easy transport
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https://www.iwantcircus.com/walking-rope-frame-small/
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C H I N E S E   P O L E
break the gravity with our chinese pole structure

http://www.proshowto.cz/producs/circus-tent/
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hight - up to 6 m

material - steel, rubber, polish

- 5 years warranty
- 3 or 4 rigging points
- manual
- ratchettes and straps included

Chinese pole of our production is 5,2 m high pole dissoluble into parts of 1,4m and 1m long. 
Parts fit perfectly each other and you can adjust the height of the pole due to your exact needs 
(example: 2,8 m / 2,4 m / 3,8 m). The pole is covered with fix 5 mm thick layer of rubber 
(SBR 60 sha). 

We offer the top part with 3 or 4 rigging points. The package constists ratchettes and straps 
to attach the pole.

C H I N E S E   P O L E
break the gravity with our chinese pole structure

on order

easy transport

easy transport
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http://www.proshowto.cz/producs/constructions/chinese-pole/
http://www.proshowto.cz/producs/circus-tent/
https://www.iwantcircus.com/walking-rope-frame-small/
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trainings, performances, workshops, 
 classes and more in circus enviroment

C I R C U S 
  T E N T
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material - aluminium, steel, polyesther

size - Ø 10 m

hight - 4,65 m 

possibility of suitable aerial rig

- serial number
- manual
- customable colour

Circus tent of our production is a medium size temporary tent supported by one central pole. It is per-
fect for festivals and outdoors workshops or trainings. It does not serve as a habitable space and it is not 
suitable for long-term standing. 

Tent is easy to set up/down in minimum of two people. All the structure is dividable unto parts with the 
maximum lenght of 2 m and it is easy to transport.

on order

easy transport

ci
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https://www.iwantcircus.com/walking-rope-frame-small/


A C C E S S O R I E S
everything you need for your safe training
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material - stainless steel

WLL -  1,5 kN

- 2 years waranty or
- 5 years waranty with the registration
- serial number
- certificate
- tutorial video 
- revision

our top 
product

silver

material - steel, polish 

WLL -  1,5 kN

- 2 years waranty
- serial number
- certificate
- revidion

Aerial hook for silks is a great way how to rig the silk in a safe way and to extend 
the service life of the silk material. 

Rigging triangle is perfect for you if you are using aerial net or straps. It expands one rigging point 
into two and helps to reduce the friction of carabines. 
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material - steel, polish

size - 10 x 10 x 3 cm

WLL -  1,5 kN

- serial number
- certificate
- revision

our top 
product

white

material - steel, polish

size - 25 x 10 x 3 cm

WLL -  1,5 kN

- serial number
- certificate
- revision

white

our top 
product

material - steel, polish

size - 10 x 10 x 3 cm

WLL -  1,5 kN

- serial number
- certificate
- revision

white

Square rigging system is perfect for setting the aerial equipment at your home 
or studio. Apply on solid load-bearing ceilings or wooden beams. 

Oval rigging system is smaller version of home set rigging system that fits wooden beams. This 
version comes in two colours.

Wall hook for securing the aerial equipment.
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B A L A
N C E
All you need to stay in equilibrium.
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material - wood, aluminium, rubber

size - 75 cm X 25 cm

tube diameter - Φ 10 - 20 cm

Rola bola with the bottom side of the desk covered with rubber for better grip / to reduce 
sliding. It is a perfect equipment for youth circuses as well as for professional performers. 

material - wood

size S - 35 cm step / 150 cm high 

size M - 45 cm step / 210 cm high

Basic stilts are perfect for first steps on the higher level. We offer two sizes - S suitable for children and M for 
adults.

788 nails

plywood desk - 60 x 40 cm

Fakeer desk also known as nail bed is a perfect product for open wokshops or youth circus 
classes. Experience that nothing else can give you.
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material - solid wood

hight - 196 cm

width - 57 cm

solid wood

Acro chairs and acro ledders can be used for both: building a chair tower in breathtaking 
show or become part of your pyramides. 
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CUSTOM WORK 
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a b

c

d

a) spreading bar for Air Gym Company (Prague, CZ), www.airgym.cz
b) the pole for Cink Cink Cirk (Prague, CZ), www.cinkcinkcirk.cz
c) slack rope for circus LeGrando (Brno, CZ), www.legrando.cz
d) stilts (90cm hight) 
e) weight for aerial rigging
f) steel balance ladder for circus LeGrando (Brno, CZ), www.legrando.cz
e) weight for Air Gym company - Wendigo (Prague, CZ), www.airgym.cz 
h) swing delimiter

e
f g

WORK 

Few examples of the custom work we have done in cooperation with proffesional circus 
companies, youth circuses and individual performers. 

h

http://www.airgym.cz
http://www.cinkcinkcirk.cz
http://www.legrando.cz
http://www.legrando.cz
http://www.airgym.cz
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CUSTOM

Are you interested in any cooperation? Do you 
have a specific object or structure in mind? 

Do not hesitate to let us know about your ideas.

Contact us on the e-mail info@proshowto.cz

Few questions to think about:

size of the object
- does it fit the doors
- does it fit your height/body
- for whom is the object (kids, adults)

material
- do you need varnish
- do you usually tape aerial equipment
- is it ment to be for outdoors or indoors

transport
- do you need it to be transportable
- is it possible to make it dividable

We are happy to make your wish happen!

Revisions

To reduce the risk of injuries, we are offering 
regular inspections of material and products after 
a year/2 years of usage. Each product has certain 
standarts for use and proper maintenance can ex-
tend its durability. 

Signed revisions extend the warranty of certain 
products. 

You can order a revision at the e-shop to make sure 
your structure/objects are in the perfect condition 
for training. 

If you are having doubts, please, do contact us 
by e-mail. 

Your safety is our priority.

Transport 

We send orders via an international carrier such as Toptrans. 
We pack the product with the best care.

Official dealer

Our official e-shop partner is www.iwantcircus.com for inter-
national trade.

mailto:info%40proshowto.cz%20?subject=Custom%20object%20-%20inquiry
https://www.iwantcircus.com/services-revisions/
http://www.iwantcircus.com
http://www.iwantcircus.com
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Cirkus-kus
youth circus based in Bratislava, SK

Žongléros Ansámbl
based in Plzeň, CZ

C O N T A C T 

U S

tel: +420 602 533 144
mail: info@proshowto.cz
www.proshowto.cz

Our long time partners and customers:

Cirkus LeGrando
youth circus based in Brno, CZ

Air Gym Company
proffessional performing and training 
group based in Prague, CZ

R E F E R E N C E S
Cirqueon
Youth circus based in Prague, CZ

Cink Cink Cirk
professional performing group, CZ

Vystrčil s.r.o.
IČO: 25581911
DIČ: CZ25581911

https://www.legrando.cz/
http://www.airgym.cz
https://www.cirkuskus.sk/
https://www.zongleros.cz/
http://www.cirqueon.cz
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